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Shooting ‘Modes’

1. Modes Lead to Results

Shooting Modes
•
•

Auto

‘Scene’ Modes

•

•

Very Little Control

Shooting modes are the key to getting started. The mode you
choose dictates how much ‘work’ the camera does on your behalf,
and which creative aspects of photography you wish to call upon.
The “AUTO” shooting mode oﬀers a point and shoot experience
with little to no control over individual camera functions. No
creative options are available in this mode.
In this mode, the camera is likely to wish to control the focus
decision (most camera models). In doing so, the camera may or
may not focus where you desire focus to be. The camera is most
likely to focus on the subject that is closest to you.
“Scene” modes are one step above the AUTO mode. Once
chosen, a scene (portraiture, sports, etc) tells the camera a little bit
about what you’re trying to photography so that the camera can
attempt to do well with that subject. However, your ability to
control the outcome is significantly limited.

Shooting Modes
Manual (Ultimate Creative)

•

Aperture Priority (Creative)
Shutter Priority (Creative)

“P”rogram auto shooting mode is an excellent shooting mode for
new photographers to explore. While the default behaviour of this
mode is very much like the AUTO shooting mode, you can
override any of the shooting options the camera has that AUTO
would not allow. These options include:
-

‘P’ – Program Auto
Unlocks Override Controls
(Start Here)

Focus subjects (i.e where to focus in the scene)
Exposure compensation
White balance
focus mode
and so much more

Shooting Modes
Manual (Ultimate Creative)

•

Aperture Priority (Creative)

•
Shutter Priority (Creative)
‘P’ – Program Auto

•

Unlocks Override Controls

•

(Start Here)

The Aperture and Shutter priority shooting modes (A and S, or Av
and Tv for Canon) are the core creative shooting modes for your
camera.
These shooting modes allow control over the most prolific creative
eﬀects in photography. Specifically, aperture control for depth of
field eﬀects and shutter speed control for motion eﬀects.
Consider these shooting modes to be an essential pair of modes
to learn in your photography learning path.
The Manual shooting mode is the ultimate creative shooting mode,
allowing simultaneous control of aperture and shutter speed. To
use this mode however requires a deep understanding of exposure
mechanics (i.e. how the camera uses light). This extra layer of
science and theory makes this the most challenging mode to
learn, but there are options available! (see cameraschool.ca Photo
201 five-week course)

Shutter Release Button = Escape Key
•

The ‘Great Escape’ (Key)

•

•

It is possible to accidentally or purposefully press a button on the
camera and have a setting, menu or photo appear on your display
screen. While this is happening, you cannot take photos with your
camera, as your camera is “busy” doing the thing that you asked it
to do by pressing that button.
Should you wish to return the camera to ‘shooting’ mode, all you
need to do is half-press the shutter release button. This has the
immediate eﬀect of clearing your display screen of whatever was
there, and making your camera immediately ready to take photos.
This is a GREAT tip to keep in mind. When the camera is on and
you wish to take photos, half press the shutter release button to
get your camera ready. ALSO - if your camera should go to
“sleep”, which it will do after short periods of time (to save battery
power), a half-press of the shutter release button will wake the
camera so that you can use it.

2. Shutter Release Button
Immediately
Puts Camera
into ‘Shooting’
Mode
(half-press)

Clearer Shooting
Experience

Viewfinder and Diopter
•

•
•
•

If your camera has a viewfinder, the clarity of the viewfinder can be
adjusted. A small wheel or slider mechanism can be found very
near to the viewfinder. Turning the wheel or moving the slider will
adjust the viewfinder clarity.
Think of this like a ‘prescription’ for your vision that can be
adjusted for your own personal eyesight.
The changes of this setting being perfect for your own vision by
default are slim - so take a look and adjust as needed.
(TIP: pay attention only to the digital display information in the
viewfinder when adjusting the diopter, and nothing else)

3. Sharpen Your Viewfinder

4. Change Settings FAST!

-

Shortcut Keys
Single click access to a function

So Many Settings!

Shortcut Keys
•

•
•

Depending on your camera model, you may have a collection of
individual keys/buttons that are labelled with ‘shortcuts’. These
shortcuts are designed to allow you to press the button and
immediately access an important camera setting.
If your camera has such a button, then your camera manufacturer
considers this function worthy of having a button of it’s own.
Some cameras oﬀer a very minimalist design and have fewer of
these. If this is the case, you will likely be required to jump into a
MENU to change these type of settings.

4. Change Settings FAST!
Sony

Nikon

-

‘Quick’ Menus
Single click access to a
group of functions

Canon
Fuji

Olympus

Quick Menus
•
•

A Quick menu is a menu with a large grouping of camera settings.
Your camera manufacturer will decide which camera functions will
be here.
Quick menus can be one of the best ways to change camera
settings, depending on the camera. Once you activate a quick
menu, you are presented with a group of camera settings. You
can navigate between these diﬀerent settings to adjust their
values. Becoming familiar with the contents of your quick menus
can be very beneficial to get you familiar with shooting settings
quickly, and to be able to change these settings fast.

5. Set It & Forget It! (Menu)

Get the CORE
Settings Right!

Menu
•
•

•

‣ Navigate Menu via:
control pad or touch screen

•

Pressing your MENU button leads to the camera’s main MENU.
This is not to be confused with a quick menu.
This menu is the largest menu in the entire camera. Within the
menu you will find settings that relate to all of your camera
functions (shooting, playback, customization, etc). If your camera
records video, all of your video options are located here as well.
The menu can and will likely seem overwhelming, at least at first.
The good news is, you do not need to learn the entire contents of
your menu. You would be well advised to explore the menu to see
what’s there, and as time passes you may find yourself changing
settings in here as needed.
There are a small handful of items within the menu that should be
set, and can then be left alone.

5. Set It & Forget It! (Menu)

Camera Reset

‣ Image Quality (best JPG option)
RAW requires software/processing
‣ Date/Time – keep it accurate!
‣ ISO (auto)
‣ White Balance (auto)

‣ Resets to factory default
‣ Will not affect stored photos

‣ Audio/Beeps – can be turned off or on
‣ Key customization – reprogram keys

Camera Reset
•
•

•

The camera reset option is a feature that allows you to reset the
camera back to factory default settings.
This can be a useful feature to activate in the event that a setting
has been changed to alter the camera behaviour, but you are
unsure which setting caused the change. It’s like an UNDO for
changes that we make to camera settings to get us back on track.
Should you use this option, any customization settings in the
camera will be lost, but your photos on your memory care are
absolutely safe and not aﬀected in any way.

Making Your Subjects Sharp
and Clear

6. Focus is (Almost) Everything!

Focus Basics
•
•

‣ Cameras can only focus at single
distance at a time

•

(depth of field control is a separate topic)

‣ Objects in front of or behind subject will
likely be blurry

•

‣ Cameras require contrast to autofocus
(failure IS possible!)

•

Telling your camera to “focus on this subject” is one of the most
important things you will ask your camera to do.
Focus in it’s simplest form is the achievement of perfect sharpness
within the photo at whatever “depth” you choose. That is to say,
your subjects in a scene can be at varying distances from you (the
photographer) when a photo is taken.
The camera must be told which subject it is you wish to make
sharp and clear in the image. The camera can do this easily, but
you must indicate to the camera which subject you care about.
The camera then proceeds to adjust the optics within the lens to
achieve good sharpness at whatever DISTANCE the subject is
from the camera. Distance is SO important - your camera can
only focus perfectly at one distance from the camera at a time.
(Depth of field manipulation complicates this somewhat, but is a
separate discussion).

Contrast for Focus
•
•

•

Focus here likely

Focus here less likely

For the camera to automatically focus for you, the subject you are
attempting to photograph must have elements of contrast.
Contrast is the presence of diﬀerences in texture, colour,
brightness or features that distinguish the subject. For example,
any human subject has a great deal of contrast in their face,
clothing, etc. A wall painted a singular colour has virtually no
contrast.
Should you attempt to focus on a subject with little or no contrast,
the camera may FAIL to focus and will indicate such with a
blinking light, red numbers, or some other indicator.

Focus Points
Focus Points
(DSLR)

•
•
•
•

Focus points are focus ‘targets’ in your camera. These targets
allow you to specific which subject in the scene you wish to focus
on.
This is accomplished by overlaying a focus target (focus point) so
that it is “on” your subject. Half-pressing the shutter release
button initiates the focus process.
To truly be in control of focus, you will want to select just ONE of
those focus points. Your goal would be to choose the one focus
point that is overlaid on your subject.
In a DSLR camera, the focus points available to you are usually
grouped around the middle of your scene and each DSLR camera
will vary with regard the number of focus points and their spacing.

Focus Points (Mirrorless)
Focus Points
(mirrorless)

•

Focus points for mirrorless cameras work very similarly to those of
a DSLR, however, mirrorless cameras usually oﬀer a greater
number of focus points with greater coverage over the scene.

Setting Focus Point

Setting Focus Point

•
‣ All cameras do it differently

•

‣ Look for “AF Area Mode” but not “Focus Mode”
‣ Set AF Area Mode to ‘Single Point’ (not AUTO)
‣ Use navigation pad or touch screen (if you have one)
to set the desired point,
‣ See your camera’s manual for Setting or Selecting
Focus Point

•
•

Each camera manufacturer has a diﬀerent method they use to
select focus points. It may be beneficial to consult your camera
manual and locate “setting or choosing focus point” instructions.
To set your focus point, you must first tell the camera which focus
point selection MODE (sometimes called “AF AREA MODE”). The
“mode” you should select is the one that sounds like “single point”
or ‘manual single point’ or ‘pinpoint’. Any mode that sounds like it
involves choosing just one focus point will be the likely correct
one.
Once that is done you will need to use either your touch screen (if
you have one) navigation pad or control dial to select the single
focus point you wish to use for the shot.
Note: setting the AF AREA MODE only needs to be done once,
you will not need to repeat this.

Getting Focus Right
•
•

•

Missed Focus

Correct Focus

If you were successful in choosing the desired focus point that
ensuring that focus point is overlaid on top of your subject, the
camera will understand where you are trying to focus.
Half-pressing the shutter release button will begin the focus
process. The camera will adjust the focus of the lens to create
sharpness in the scene at whatever distance your subject is from
the camera.
The sample two photos show what happens when the camera is in
charge of the focus decision (focusing on the tree which is the
closest subject) vs taking control of the focus process yourself by
choosing which focus point is used to achieve focus on the
subject you care about.

Focus “Modes”
•
•

•

Focus “Modes”

Camera terminology can be confusing at first! We just discussed
AF AREA MODES, which can easily be confused with ‘Focus
Modes’, but they are indeed very diﬀerent things.
To understand ‘Focus Modes’, think of the subjects you will
photograph. A subject that is at certain distance from you that
does not change requires only that you focus normally as you
would with any subject. The camera figures out the subject
distance, achieves good focus for a subject at that distance, and
you can take the photo and achieve good clarity.
However, a subject that is constantly moving towards (or away
from) you is constantly changing it’s distance to you. For this type
of photography, we need ‘constant’ focus during the focus
process. For these two types of subjects we have two diﬀerent
“Focus Modes”.

(cont’d)
•

Single AF

Continuous AF

Canon
‘One Shot’

Canon
‘AI Servo’

Fuji/Nikon/Sony/Panasonic
‘AF-S’

Fuji/Nikon/Sony/Panasonic
AF-S

Olympus
S-AF

Olympus
C-AF

The best default focus mode

Action Situations

Scenario

Static subjects

Subjects in Motion

Focus

Focus must lock & confirm

Focus doesn’t lock,
nor confirms

For subjects that do not change their distance to you (i.e. relatively
static subjects) the Focus Mode you should look for is called:
- AF-S (Sony, Nikon, Panasonic, Fuji) S-AF (Olympus and others) and ‘One
Shot’ (Canon)

•

For subjects in constant movement (i.e. getting closer to us or
moving farther away) look for these focus modes:
- AF-C (Sony, Nikon, Panasonic, Fuji) C-AF (Olympus and others) and ‘AI
Servo’ or ‘Servo’ (Canon)

•

•

Ideally, you should use the Focus Mode for static subjects (Single
AF) as your default. You will find this the most useful unless you
are constantly photographing subjects in motion. For most
photographers, the Focus Mode for moving subjects is the
exception.
You will also find great advantages in using the static subjects
focus mode as your default when using ‘Focus and Recompose’

(before shot can be taken)

(shot can be taken anytime)

Focusing Technique

Focus and Recompose
•
•
•
•

Focus and recompose is the single most satisfying focus and
shoot technique, ever.
This simple focus technique allows you to achieve focus on any
subject in the scene without having to manipulate/select/move a
focus point.
This technique is best achieved by setting your camera to a single
focus point mode, and then choosing the MIDDLE focus point.
Follow these steps:
- Temporarily shift your camera view until your MIDDLE focus point is resting on
top of the subject you want in focus
- Half-press your shutter release button and HOLD halfway. (The camera will
‘focus lock’ on the subject, but you MUST continue to hold the shutter
release button half-way down and don’t let go!)
- While holding the button down half-way, shift the cameras view until you
achieve the desired composition.
- Press the shutter release button fully down to take the photo

‣ Focus & Recompose

7. Focal Length = Field of View
‣ Listed on lens
‣ Series of numbers that you
can set via zoom ring
‣ Each number changes what
you see in the photo

Your Lens and
Focal Length

Focal Length of Your Lens
•

The focal length of your lens, expressed in mm’s (millimeters)
dictates two aspects of what you see in the scene.
- Angle of view (or “width” of the scene). The rule here is that the smaller the
focal length number we choose, the more “width” we see in the scene.
- Higher focal length numbers will narrow the view.

•

•

How ‘wide’ the scene looks is only half of the equation. Changing
the focal length number also changes the apparent magnification
we see in the scene.
- Smaller focal length numbers will result in our subjects being smaller in
appearance
- Higher focal length numbers will result in our subjects being larger in
appearance.

‣ Small focal length numbers
= wide angle, small magnification
‣ Larger focal length numbers
= narrower angle, more magnification

Therefore, the focal length of the lens dictates the width of the
scene and the apparent size/magnification of the subjects within
that scene. When you adjust your focal length you are adjust both
of these factors simultaneously.

Distortion
•
•

Back up and
zoom in to
avoid
distortion

•
•
•

18mm

50mm

•

The focal length of your lens can also have an optical eﬀect on the
end result. Of particular note is the optical eﬀect of distortion.
Distortion of the stretching/exaggeration of features to make them
look abnormal compared to how we see them with our normal
vision.
This eﬀect will be pronounced if you use small focal length
numbers AND are physically very close to your subject when the
photo is taken.
In the example shown here, a photo of a person shows excessive
distortion when a smaller (18mm) focal length is used and the
photographer is only a foot or two from the subject.
To avoid this distortion, you should use a higher focal length value
and stand further from your subject.
Try this at home by trying to take the same ‘headshot’ photo of a
friend at 18mm and then again at 50-55mm and by framing the
shot identically for each attempt.

8. Lenses are Upgrades
Make Your
Current Camera
Do MUCH More

‣ Lenses expand your camera’s capabilities
‣ Different focal lengths for each application
‣ Lifetime investments
‣ Keep your favourite lenses throughout camera body upgrades
‣ ‘Kit’ lenses are designed to get you started

Lenses are Upgrades
•

•

An interchangeable lens camera achieves it’s true creative
potential when you avail yourself of various lenses that suit your
creative goals. There is no ONE lens that meets all needs and
excels at all genres of photography.
When making a decision to purchase a lens, your decision should
be based primarily on the type of photography that gives you joy.
Whether your photograph landscapes, nature, portraits, pets,
family, food, travel, macro, street/photojournalism, etc - there are
lenses that will help you achieve the very best results.

Wide Angle (12–24mm)

Wide Angle (12–24mm)

Medium or ‘Normal’ (35–70mm)

Portrait (80mm-150mm)

Telephoto (150mm+)

Small ‘f/numbers’

‣ Can provide shallower depth of field (more background blur)

Small f/numbers
•
•

Each lens has a diﬀerent capability with respect to what “aperture”
values it can use. This is commonly referred to as the f/numbers
of the lens.
The f/number of the lens plays a vital role in determining:
- Depth of field control (how isolated you can make the subject from the
background by blurring that background)
- How much light gathering capability the lens has - which has a tremendous
impact on whether you can successfully photograph subjects in low light or
challenging light situations

•

•

Small f/numbers are in this range: f/1.2, f/1.4, f/1.8, f/2, f/2.8.
These lenses are exceptionally well suited to achieving exceptional
background blur *and* working better in low light situations than
lenses that cannot achieve these small f/numbers.
Note: a lens that can, for example achieve f/1.8 is only an indicator
of the smallest f/number it can achieve. Higher f/numbers such as
f/5.6, f/8, f/11, f/16 are achievable by virtually ALL lenses, with very
few exceptions.

9. Set ISO to AUTO
Feed Your
Camera the
Food it Needs

‣ ISO can be raised which increases sensor sensitivity to light
‣ Result: camera gets the light it needs
‣ ISO can be raised/lowered by you, OR
‣ Camera can control ISO automatically

ISO and ISO AUTO
•

•

•

Your camera’s ISO feature is a wonderful thing. This feature will
dynamically adjust your camera’s sensitivity to the light in the
scene. This is very much like a film camera where the ISO ‘speed’
or value of the chosen film would dictate how light sensitive that
film would be.
The general rule is that lower ISO sensitivities are useful for scenes
where plenty of good light is available. For lower light situations
(indoors, as one example) higher ISO sensitivities are required for
the camera to record a proper ‘exposure’ (correct brightness).
Within your digital camera, you can adjust the ISO sensitivity of
your camera to match the brightness in the scene. While this
sounds like work (and it is), you can also tell your camera to take
care of this chore for you - this feature is called AUTO ISO (or ISO
AUTO). Once set, this allows you to shoot freely in most situations
without having to adjust the ISO yourself. Your camera will figure
out the needed ISO and adjust, and it does this for every single
shot. Very handy and convenient.

ISO Sensitivity
ISO Setting

When to Use

Auto

All purpose, concern-free shooting

100–400

Strong sunlight or
daytime overcast conditions

800–3200

Lower Light (i.e. indoors)

6400 and Higher

Extreme low light, camera hand-held
and you *must* get the shot
(even with quality loss)

Unsatisfying Exposure and Cameras
•
•

•
•

Don’t ‘Settle’ for
Unsatisfying Exposure

•

Before we can talk about what “Satisfying” exposure means, we
have to get something straight immediately.
Camera’s are NOT perfect. When you take a photograph with your
camera, there is a possibility that the camera will make that
photograph darker or brighter than it should have. While there are
logical reasons for this result, our reaction to that result matters.
We can choose to either;
- Accept this poor result and conclude that the camera “did it’s best”, or
- We can refuse to accept this result and take another photo or two with a
diﬀerent setting that can improve the results DRAMATICALLY!

So, what is an “Unsatisfying” exposure? Typically, your camera
will make a photo darker than it should when the subject or scene
is very bright, and will make the photo brighter than it should when
the scene or your subject is very dark.
This may seem counter intuitive, but it is true for all cameras.

10. Exposure Compensation

cont’d
•

•

•

(Game Changer!)

If you are photographing a subject on the beach or in the snow,
the surrounding are bright. The camera will likely ‘over correct’ for
this brightness and cause the sand/snow to appear dull and not as
bright as it looks to our eyes.
When you photograph a dark subject, such as a pet with a dark fur
coat, the camera may brighten the subject more than it should
because the camera (incorrectly) guesses that the subject is too
dark.
The solution: Exposure Compensation

‣ Provides easy fix
‣ Simple + / – scale

-2 . . -1 . . 0 . . +1 . . +2

‣ EV = Exposure Value
‣ Plus values = brighter

Zero (Default)

‣ Minus values = darker
‣ Adjust as desired

Exposure Compensation Example
•
•
•
•

No Compensation

-1 EV

Here you can see an example of taking a photo of a dark subject.
The result? The photo appears brighter than it should. The dark
tones of the blackboard have turned grey.
To fix this, you will need to take a 2nd photograph. Prior to doing
so you must ask “do I want this next shot to be darker, or
brighter?”
If the answer is brighter, you select a positive (plus) value of
exposure compensation. If the answer is darker you choose a
negative (minus) value.
Since the blackboard ended up looking too bright, we selected a
minus exposure compensation value for the 2nd shoot to attempt
to make the subject look more correctly exposed.

Another Example
•

•
•

No Compensation

+1 EV

In this example the camera saw the very bright scene and decided
to make the result darker than it should. It’s not overly or
dramatically dark, but the shot can be improved with exposure
compensation.
A plus value was used here to produce a shot that restores the
bright punchy white snow back to it’s proper brilliance.
Note: when using exposure compensation, the ENTIRE scene will
brighten or darken according to the values you use. You cannot
tell the camera to only darken or brighten portions of the image.
Cameras do not have this capability.

The Elusive Sunset
•
•

•
•

Often times when we try to take photos of sunsets, we want to
capture the beautiful intense saturated colours that we see in the
sky and in the horizon.
These photographs can often be disappointing because the
camera will ‘see’ a lot of darkness in large portions of the photo
(typically the foreground). This dominance of darkness will cause
the camera to make the photo brighter than it should. As a result,
the saturation of the colour is lost and the photo is very lacklustre.
A simple adjustment of minus exposure compensation will give
you a more pleasing result.
WARNING/CAUTION/RED ALERT/DANGER! - Your camera will
retain the exposure compensation setting that you used last, and
will never “reset to zero” on it’s own. You must do this yourself.
Failure to do so may result in overly bright/dark photos from that
point forward. Reset your exposure compensation to zero when
you are done taking photos in the situation where it was needed.

You MUST reset this to
‘Zero’ when done
The camera will not do it
for you

11. White Balance
(So Very Misunderstood!)
AUTO WB

‣ AWB (Auto White Balance)

Get Your Colours Right!

‣ Other Presets:
- for particular sources or
conditions

Daylight

- match preset to light
source or condition

Cloudy

Shade

Flash

Fluorescent

Tungsten

White Balance
•
•

•

One of the most misunderstood camera settings is called White
Balance. This feature of your camera is provided to allow you to
adjust how your camera interprets colour.
This is an important feature because each source of light in the
universe (whether made by humans or occurring in nature) has a
particular colour ‘signature’ or colour ‘cast’. This is a very
measurable phenomenon. Each light source emits a particular
colour cast that can be measured in degrees Kelvin.
To simplify, outdoors the sun can produce diﬀerent colour casts at
diﬀerent times of day. Cloudy and shady light will contain a
component of extra blue, while sunrise/sunset hours will contain a
bias of orange coloured light. As human our brains have evolved
to mostly neutralize these colour casts so that they do not distract
us. A camera can do this too, but it can also be set to completely
neutralize colour casts for absolutely perfect colour.

Too Orange

Too Blue

Accurate

When to change the WB Setting

How to Use

•
•

AUTO WB

‣ Set to AUTO
‣ Colours don’t look right?
Switch to preset
‣ Ensure chosen preset
matches current light source
or environment

Daylight

Shade

•

Flash

‣ Set BACK to auto!
Fluorescent

Great News!

Cloudy

Tungsten

Changing Settings Generally
•

‣ Your camera remembers!
‣ Any settings you set will
remain set that way

•

‣ Even if you remove battery
‣ You can still change your
mind about settings any time

The simple truth is, your camera has a function in the white
balance menu called AUTO or AWB. This is the setting that you
should set on your camera immediately if this is not already done.
You will find other white balance ‘presets’ within the same menu.
Using these is something you may wish to to do if you feel the
AUTO WB option is not completely neutralizing the excess blue or
orange colour cast.
HOWEVER - should you choose a white balance preset (for
example on a cloudy day you have select the cloudy white balance
preset) you will get very accurate colour at the time. But if you
neglect to set the White Balance option *back* to AUTO, then you
will see very odd and ugly colour in your photos should you start
taking photos during sunny conditions, or indoors under tungsten
lighting, etc.

Your camera remembers any setting changes you make ‘forever’.
There is a tiny secondary battery in your camera designed to retain
all of your camera settings. Even when you turn the camera oﬀ or
do not use it for a period of time, this smaller battery ensures your
settings are intact.
This is ideal. Your camera remembers your preferences and keeps
them. When you change a setting, that becomes your new
preference and your camera remembers. Settings that we’ve
discussed are all remembered. This includes:
- White balance, focus mode, focus point selected, exposure compensation

•

Your camera remembers dozens of other settings found within the
menu system such as date/time, etc. Virtually any settings that can
be changed, are remembered.

What Kind of Photographer…
•

What Kind
of Photographer
Do I Want
To Be

Landscape

Travel

Food

Portraiture

Sports

Macro (Close Up)

Architecture

Family

Street/Journalism

Nature/Birds in Flight

Pets

Fashion

Studio

or just grabbing memories!

•

Photography can be one of the most satisfying, fulfilling and
rewarding pursuits anyone can choose, be it professionally or
simply as a personal passion.
Photography genres are extensive. You may have a personal
favourite that you wish to pursue, OR you may wish to keep very
generalist. If you wish to go beyond general capturing of
memories, there are goals you can set for yourself in order to get
the greatest joy out of your eﬀorts.

Majority of
Creative Photography
Based On…

Creative Photography (Shutter)
•
•

•

Shooting modes, as we said at the beginning, are the key to
getting started. They are also the key to the core foundation of
virtually all photography, regardless of genre.
Consider the Shutter Priority shooting mode on your camera.
With this mode you are able to control motion eﬀects in your
photographs. You can choose to freeze objects in motion bringing
them into perfect clarity, or introduce an element of motion blur.
With this sort of control over your motion eﬀects, you can leverage
creative shooting techniques to provide a sense of dynamic energy
within your photographic story.

Creative Photography (Aperture)
•

Consider the Aperture Priority shooting mode on your camera.
With this mode you are able to control depth of field eﬀects, which
are extraordinarily eﬀective in helping to tell the story you want to
tell through images. Depth of field control allows you to decide
whether you wish to isolate your subject from the background (by
introducing background blur), or to create the appearance of
sharpness throughout the depth of the photo where the
foreground subject and background are equally important in telling
your stories through photography.

•

Aperture and Shutter priority, both represent the creative
possibilities available to you with your camera with a very modest
learning curve.

Aperture Priority (Creative)
Shutter Priority (Creative)

Shutter Speed Control (Freeze)

Shutter Speed Control (Freeze)

Shutter Speed Control (Blur)

Shutter Speed Control (Blur)

Aperture/Depth of Field Control (Shallow)

Aperture/Depth of Field Control (Shallow)

Aperture/Depth of Field Control (Deep)

Manual (Ultimate Creative)

Aperture/Depth of Field Control (Deep)

Shooting Modes (Manual)
•

•

The Manual shooting mode represents the pinnacle of creative
photography. With the manual shooting mode you are in complete
control of the camera’s exposure process. This shooting mode
requires complete understanding of the Aperture and Shutter
priority shooting modes. Consider those to be stepping stones
before attempting manual mode.
Manual mode allows for countless creative options that aperture
and shutter priority modes will not allow. This is due to aperture
and shutter priority shooting modes being bound to certain rules
that the camera adheres to while taking photographs. These rules
are not applied when shooting in manual. For this reason, working
in manual mode is like working without a safety net, but the
creative rewards are extensive and your imagination can fuel
beautiful creations using this mode.

Manual (Control Exposure & Creative)

Manual (Control Exposure & Creative)

Manual (Control Exposure & Creative)

How to Get Where You Want to Go
Fumbling Around/Phone a Friend

•

Internet (Where everything is true! Honest!)

•
Books

•
Live Instruction and Mentoring

Let’s debunk a photography myth. Many people who are not
photographers believer the “great cameras take great photos”.
Left on it’s own, that phrase sends the wrong impression that
expensive camera gear is required to create beautiful and inspiring
photographs.
The raw truth is that photographers who take the time to learn
core photography principles with modest gear will out-create
photographers who just buy expensive cameras.
The truth is, there are many small ingredients to photography that
can lead to a successful result. The aforementioned shooting
modes we discussed are absolutely vital. But so are key elements
such as understanding light, composition, camera critical camera
settings, and having some creative goals to aspire to.

Live Classroom Instruction
•

•

Live Instruction and Mentoring

•

My name is Jim, and I operate a small company called
cameraschool.ca. My goal in starting this company was to deliver
engaging, fun and highly satisfying multi-week photography
courses taught at Henry’s at 119 Church St.
My five-week courses are based upon the vital foundation
concepts upon which all photography is based. These courses
have existed for some time, and have been taught to thousand of
people at Henry’s for many years. Since October 2018, these
courses have been available ONLY at Henry’s 119 Church Street
location, the same classroom you viewed this presentation. Class
sizes are limited to 10. Each class session is 2 hours per week
(with week 1 being 2.5 hours long for the 101 course).
These courses are designed to get you up to speed FAST. So,
how do we do it?

Live Classroom Instruction
•

•

•

We take you through the various shooting modes progressively.
We use hands-on exercises to prove concepts and steer you
towards success. We also provide homework assignments which
are reviewed as a group, in class, on subsequent weeks.
A complete set of printed student notes is provided covering each
five week course. Weather permitting, our fifth week of each
course consists of a modest field trip to allow us to practice what
we learned, and to pick up a few more golden nuggets of
information by shooting outside of the classroom environment.
Our five-week courses always begin on Sunday mornings and
Tuesday mornings. Throughout the courses there is always time
where Jim is available to you for guidance and answering of any
questions you may have.

Our cameraschool.ca Oﬀerings
•

Photo 101 - the core, essential experience. This course takes you
through setting up of your camera (including all of the material covered in
this presentation), aperture priority and shutter priority shooting modes,
composition, lighting, colour, lenses and much more. Click:
https://www.cameraschool.ca/photo-101--5-week-course-.html

•

Photo 201 - the advanced experience. This course takes you through the
mastery of the manual shooting mode for the ultimate in creative
possibilities. We cover core photography exposure mechanics including
the interplay between shutter speed, aperture and ISO, so that you mean
control all three of these directly for light gathering and creative control.
We also cover several camera settings vital for long exposure and night
time creative photography, as well as in-depth discussion on metering.
Click:
https://www.cameraschool.ca/photo-201--5-week-course-.html
Please note: completing Photo 101 is strongly recommended before
enrolling in the Photo 201 course.

•

www.cameraschool.ca
Thank You!
We offer amazing five week courses and
photoshoot experiences!

